
Y2K BLOWOUT!!!
 Roofing Shingles

* SHR15S  15watt, 6 volt, unbreakable, flexible, second, 20 year warranty by SEI!
$79/$65 (Quantity 30+)

Lowest Prices Under the Sun!
DC-AC Inverters Flexible Panels (2nds) Rigid Panels

   140   watt $29 or 2 for $38 MBC131   5  watt     $59      US42  42watt  $189
   500   watt $89 or 2 for $158 MBC262  11 watt     $99      US64  64watt  $289
   1300 watt $299 (.09mA idle) MBC525  22 watt    $149

USF32S  32 watt    $199

  Solar Electric Inc.  1-800-842-5678
5555 Santa Fe St. #D, San Diego CA 92109  858-581-0051, 858-581-6440 fax

www.solarelectricinc.com   email:  solar@cts.com
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Inverter–
Device for Converting Direct
Current into Alternating Current
Ian Woofenden ©1999 Ian Woofenden

Derivation: After asking people in the inverter industry, I
can still only speculate on why an inverter is called an
inver ter. Some people said that it describes the
reversing of DC polarity when making the AC waveform.
But other folks could not make a direct correlation
between the common meaning of the word “invert” and
the name “inverter.”

Inverters take direct current (DC) electrical energy and
turn it into alternating current (AC) electrical energy. DC

electrical energy can be stored in batteries, while AC
cannot be effectively stored. Inverters allow us to store
energy in batteries, and then use it in standard 120
VAC appliances. Before we had inverters, we could use
only DC appliances in our RE systems. Access to
common, full-featured, and inexpensive appliances is
the prime reason to add an inverter to your system.

When it comes to advising newcomers, I generally
recommend going to a primarily AC system. It’s still
worth considering running some special loads
(refrigeration is high on this list) on DC, even though
this complicates the system. I’ve lived for over 15 years
with a three voltage (12 VDC, 24 VDC, and 120 VAC)
system, and I wouldn’t wish this madness on anyone.
Inverters help make renewable energy a mainstream
technology, since they allow renewable energy
equipment to power standard 120 VAC appliances.

By adding just a little more PV and sizing your battery
bank just a bit larger, you can compensate for the
inefficiency of the inverter and use simple, reliable, and
conventional electrical power. Then you won’t have to
turn your life upside down to use renewable energy.
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